Coffee…
In the UK, we drink approximately 70 million
cups of coffee per day

85% of coffee drinkers in the UK take milk
in their coffee and 57% add sugar

Coffee is the second most widely used
product in the world after oil

Coffee is the world’s second most popular
drink after water

Oxford in 1651 and by 1700 there were
3,000 coffee houses in London

why...

Coffee is a living to more than100 million
people worldwide

Created with passion...
drunk with pleasure!
with a modern brand twist
to make sure your customers keep coming back

Exceptional quality affordable
coffee
An independent brand to compete
with the nationals
Point Of Sale support available
Branded accessories and crockery
available
Machinery cleaning products also
available
huge profit potential

01942 872165

COFFEE LOGISTICS

COFFEE LOGISTICS

Exceptional Blends, Exciting Brand!
Where other brands look good but can let you down on
the true sense evoking and enjoyment aspects of coffee,
Caffe Dolce delivers!
The very highest quality beans are sourced worldwide
from Central & South America, Africa, & The Far East to
go into these exceptional coffees. The blends are then
created ensuring that all blend strengths & subtleties

MACHINE SHOWROOM

Our newly created showroom features a range of traditional,
bean to cup and soluble ingredient machines from some of the
industries leading manufacturers. For a full presentation please
enquire with your sales representative.

application. All Caffe Dolce coffees are screened to
ensure clean, even sized beans and are blended in a way
to guarantee recipe balance and consistency. The beans
are slow roasted to ensure the oils are retained within

The Caffe Dolce brand was created in 2008, bringing together more than 70 years of coffee expertise.
This has proven successful in producing a fine, seductive selection of coffee’s.
Bringing together a wealth of blending and retail experience both the brand and the blends have been lovingly
created to give an exceptional quality product for every application.
Whether it’s beans, filter, Cafetiere or Instant coffee the Caffe Dolce product range delivers every time.

Coffee Beans

pre-ground & FILTER COFFEE

DOL001
6x1kg

DOL025
Classico Filter
50x50gm A cost-effective ground coffee still offering a quality end result and with

DOL008
6x1kg

Supremo Beans

100% specially selected high grown Arabica beans slow roasted to a
medium colour to preserve the characteristics of this premium bean

specially selected Robusta bean giving a memorable lasting coffee
experience. These beans are ideal for espresso, cappuccino & latte.

DOL004
6x1kg

DOL007
4x250gm
DOL050
6x1kg

memorable coffee tasting experience. Packed in pouches suitable
for use in pour & serve machines.

DOL020 Supremo Filter
50x70gm Using 100% Arabica bean this ground coffee offers a smooth &

memorable coffee tasting experience. Packed in pouches suitable for
use in 2.2 litre Air Pots and pour & serve machines.

Coffee-Decaffeinated Beans
High quality coffee beans with the caffeine removed packed in small
bags for ease of use, quality and freshness.

Fairtrade Coffee-Beans

Decaffeinated Espresso Ground
DOL017
4x250gm High quality espresso ground coffee beans with the caffeine removed
packed in small bags for ease of use, quality and freshness.

DOL026
Bulk Packed Crema Filter
25x170gm Produced using specially blended Arabica & Robusta beans then ground.
This is an all day drinking coffee suitable for bulk brew machines.
Ideal for hotel & conference venues.

Rainforest Alliance Coffee Beans
medium/dark roasted blend of bean which are well balanced in taste &

DOL011
6x1kg

DOL029
Supremo Filter
50x60gm Using 100% Arabica bean this ground coffee offers a smooth &

Casa Beans
A cost-effective coffee bean using 60% Arabica with 40% Robusta bean.
sales
representative for details of branded crockery support.

dark roast blend and are well balanced. Sourced from Central & South
American growing regions.

DOL005
6x1kg

the Caffe Dolce branded support available. Suitable for use with
pour & serve coffee machines.

Roma Beans

DOL021
Bulk Packed Crema Filter
60x100gm Produced using specially blended Arabica & Robusta beans then ground,
this all day drinking coffee is suitable for bulk brew machines as the
blend gives longevity of life once brewed.

Dolce Tuscan Organic Fairtrade Beans
Single origin, 100% organic Arabica coffee beans. High quality Honduran
bean with Fairtrade accreditation.

DOL051
Fairtrade Filter Coffee
50x60gm Produced from our specially selected and blended Fairtrade certified
beans. This ground coffee is suitable for pour & serve machines.

Instant COFFEE & ingredients
COF024
1x500gm
COF023
1x750gm
COF026
1X500gm

Caffe Dolce Premium Freeze-Dried Coffee Tin
A most popular product, our premium freeze-dried coffee. Packed
in an easy to use 500gm tin.

Classic Rich Roast Tin

Instant coffee in a re-sealable tin ideal for every day use.

Caffe Dolce Premium Decaffeinated Instant
Coffee Tin

CHC003
1x2kg

Instant decaffeinated coffee in a reusable tin.

COF021
Caffe Dolce Premium Freeze-Dried Coffee bulk
10x300gm Our premium instant coffee packed ideally for vending equipment.

CHC005
1x2kg

COF020
Classic Rich Roast Bulk
10x300gm Instant coffee packed for volume and value.

CHC004
1x2kg

ADD004
Milfresh Gold Skimmed milk granules
10x500gm Milfresh Gold granulated fat free dairy whitener powder, that tastes as
good as fresh milk.

ADD007
10x750g

The Caffe Dolce brand has been designed to make
exceptional quality coffee accessible to the independents
at a price that will let you compete with the nationals
Point of Sale support, Caffe Dolce has a range of
traditional branded crockery, sugar sticks and 12oz
double wall takeaway cups, all available in sensible quantities.

iNDIVIDUALLY PORTIONED

Tea

Coffee Sticks

TEA002
2x1100

Our fantastic bulk packed tea ideal for the food service industry.

TEA004
2x1100

Our most popular tea ideal for tea pots and large quantity brewing.

COF017
1x500

Fairtrade Coffee Sticks
Individually portioned fairtrade coffee.

COF027 Decaffeinated Coffee Sticks
1x500
High quality individually portioned decaffeinated coffee.
COF025 Caffe Dolce Coffee Sticks
1x500
High quality individually portioned coffee.

Milk Portion
ADD005 Milk Jiggers
12ml 1x120

12ml individual pots of semi-skimmed milk ideal for portion control.

Sugar Sticks
SUG001
1x1000
SUG002
1x1000

A high quality branded perfectly smooth chocolate drink suitable for use
in vending machines.

CTC408
1x25

To compliment the classic Caffe Dolce range of Italian Styled coffee
products these sugar sticks are also produced in the Caffe Dolce design.

organic Assam and Ceylon teas has a full, refreshing flavour that’s
welcome at any time of day.

chocolate

Zuma Original

Cioccolato Superiore

Take Away Cups

Authentic Italian style chocolate heavy on cocoa powder with a deep and
intense flavour to be made with hot milk.

Cioccolato Originale

A premium Hot Chocolate drink to be made with hot milk. Approx.
140 portions.

CHC010 Fairtrade Choc Sachet
28gmx100 Caffe Express Fairtrade Chocolate Sachet.

Premium Cappuccino Topping
COFFEE LOGISTICS

CTC409
1x25
CTC411
1x25
CTC529
1x25

Imperial Blend 1 cup
Imperial Blend 2 cup

Fairtrade Blend String & Tag

A Fairtrade accredited all day drinking tea with string and tag attached
to every tea bag.

Fairtrade Organic English Breakfast

Our extremely special blend of the finest organic Assam and Ceylon
teas has a full, refreshing flavour that’s welcome at any time of day.

Fairtrade Organic Earl Grey

A high quality tea which is both light & refreshing with the distinctive
citrus flavour of Bergamot. Organic Peppermint Infusion.

Fairtrade Organic English Breakfast

Our extremely special blend of the finest organic Assam and Ceylon
teas has a full, refreshing flavour that’s welcome at any time of day.

Fairtrade Organic Chamomile

Our Chamomile provides a calming cup with a mellow taste and sunny
golden colour. Naturally caffeine free.

Fairtrade Organic Peppermint

Our Peppermint infusion provides a light, highly refreshing drink with a
crisp, clean and cool taste. Naturally caffeine free.

Fairtrade Organic Green Tea

A superior blend that delivers a crisp, flavourful and highly refreshing
green tea with a clean finish and a welcoming golden green liquor.

Fairtrade Organic Decaffeinated

A fine organic Assam tea, specially selected to retain a full flavour after
decaffeination. Decaffeinated without the use of chemicals.

CLEANING

12oz Triple Walled Black Ripple Cups

DIS068
1x1LTR

Group Head Cleaner.

DIS002
1x1000

12oz Sip Thru Lids

DIS070
1x1LTR

For use with fresh milk bean to cup machines.

DIS007
1x500

8/9oz Triple Walled Black Ripple Cups

DIS064
1x60

For use in medium/large bean to cup machines.

8/9oz Sip Thru Lids

DIS069
1x100

For use in small bean to cup machines.

DIS006
1x500

DIS008
1x1000

Specially developed to give a smooth milky taste and appearance.
Delivers great tasting indulgent speciality drinks and white coffees.

CTC406
1x25

Sticks-Brown

In the classic Caffe Dolce design sugar sticks to compliment the
superior Italian styled coffee products.

CHC010 Fairtrade Choc Sachet
28gm x100 Caffe Express Fairtrade Chocolate Sachet.

Classic hot chocolate, smooth and sweet like a quality milk chocolate,
confectionary bar to be made with milk.

CTC376
1x250

CTC407
1x25

Tea

Suchard Chocolate Drink

CTC174
6x100

Sticks-White

CTC376 Fairtrade Organic English Breakfast
1x250
Packed with tag and envelope this extremely special blend of the finest

Drinking Chocolate
CHC011
10x1kg

Compete with the nationals

A triple-walled take-away coffee cup with the classic Caffe Dolce design.

A triple-walled take-away coffee cup with the classic Caffe Dolce design.

Liquid Quartz

Milk Frother Cleaner

2.5g Puly Caff Bean To Cup Tablets
1g Puly Caff Bean To Cup Tablet

